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EXPERIMENTS IN SUPERVISED STUDY 

I. M. ALLEN 
High School, Springfield, Illinois 

Dissatisfaction with the study habits of high-school pupils 'led 
me, as I suppose it has led every other manipulator of supervised- 
study schedules, to break with customary administrative programs. 
Investigations carried on by Giles, Reavis, Breslich, Minnick, 
Burch, and Alfred Hall-Quest with reference to the study habits 
of high-school pupils lead us to the following conclusions: 

i. That high-school pupils do not, as an average, devote in and 
out of school much more than thirty minutes to the preparation of 
a lesson. 

2. That very few high-school pupils preparing lessons at home 
establish regular and systematic study habits. 

3. That the pupils who need most to establish proper study 
habits come largely from homes that fail to encourage or to make 

possible such habits. 

4. That the larger percentage of pupils prepare lessons by the 
"close the book and recall"' method of preparation. 

5. That the slower pupils in mathematics classes conducted on 
the no-home-study plan do better work than in classes conducted 
on the home-preparation plan. 

6. That high schools under the usual form of schedule do not 
offer instruction in "how to study." 

I. MECHANICS OF SUPERVISED STUDY 

The lengthened-divided-period plan is probably the best-known 

supervised-study scheme. Its technique and operation are de- 
scribed in Johnston's Modern High School and in the December 
number of the School Review, 1916. 

This plan of supervised study was used by the writer as early 
as September, 1911. Briefly described, the seven or eight periods 
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of the orthodox high-school schedule are telescoped into four or 
five periods, and each resulting period then stretched into one of 
combined recitation and study. Such a schedule generally consists 
of five periods from sixty to eighty minutes, or four periods from 

eighty to ninety minutes, in length. The school day is lengthened 
by one hour. Beginning with five sixty-minute periods of com- 
bined recitation and study, I was soon convinced that twenty 
minutes for study was not long enough. It was neither hay nor 

grass. 
The following year the five periods were lengthened to seventy 

minutes and divided equally between recitation and study, and 

subsequently the schedule was extended to seventy-five minutes 
with forty minutes for recitation and thirty-five for study. 

After experimenting with supervised study over a period of four 

years I made the following recommendation to the Board of Edu- 
cation of Wichita, Kansas: 

The statistics of scholarship accumulated over a period of four years seem 
to indicate conclusively that the administration of a supervised-study schedule 
reduces the percentage of failures and eliminations. After evaluating all of 
the statistics and weighing carefully all of the objections urged against the plan, 
I recommend that the system be continued and suggest the following modifi- 
cation of the system: 

First, allow forty to forty-five minutes for recitation. 
Second, arrange at least forty minutes for study, instead of thirty, and 

under no circumstances allow the teacher to trespass upon the pupil's study 
time. 

Third, as soon as possible train teachers in methods of teaching pupils to 
study. 

Obviously two prime objections stood against supervised study 
after several years of trial in one school: one against the mechanics 
of the scheme and the other against its dynamics. 

Mechanically supervised school study to be effective requires 
an adequate period for its administration. Nothing less than 

forty to forty-five minutes will suffice. As one high-school boy 
put it. "Our present thirty-minute supervised-study period (when 
the teacher does not steal it) leaves us with little dabs of lessons 
left over, with just as many books to carry home, and the best 

part of the day gone." 
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How to get an eighty- to ninety-minute period without lengthen- 
ing the school day beyond four o'clock and beginning it before 
eight-thirty is a problem in the mechanics of supervised study. It 
may be solved in two ways: 

i. A five-period program may be operated on the floating- or 
displacement-period basis. For instance, the fifth period may dis- 
place in turn each of the four preceding periods on each successive 
day of the week, and on Friday it would displace itself. This 
results in a four-period-a-day schedule or a maximum of twenty 
recitations per week for each subject. This is my present method 
of securing a four-period-a-day schedule in the high school at 
Springfield, Illinois. 

2. Another way is to arrange a four-period-a-day schedule with 
a maximum of twenty-five recitation periods per week. This is the 
simplest and best method, but is evidently 25 per cent more expen- 
sive in teaching force, and is consequently prohibitive in many 
schools. This plan is explained in the School Review for December, 
1916, by Principal Roberts. 

It may be conceded then that the mechanics of supervised study 
for both large and small high schools may be solved without 
increasing the teaching force. Six-, seven-, or eight-period-a-day 
schemes may be transformed automatically into a corresponding 
four- or five-supervised-study-period schedule. 

II. DYNAMICS OF SUPERVISED STUDY 

Our problem in dynamics still remains, however. After we 
have mechanically constructed a period for supervised study, how 
are we going to secure it? How are we going to teach pupils how 
to study ? What will it profit a school to have gained a supervised- 
study schedule and missed supervised study itself ? This is the 
all-important question. On this answer hangs all the law and 
gospel of supervised study. Whipple says: 

Students in both high school and college have been studying, it is true, for 
years, but too often they have not been studying efficiently, have not formed 
right habits of mental work, and indeed do not even know how to go about the 
development of an adequate method or plan of such work. .... It is safe 
to say that failure to guide and direct study is the weak point in the whole 
educational machine. 
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The lengthened-divided-period plan of schedule provides in 
itself the conditions necessary for effective study by making both 
time and place for study regular and automatic and by increasing 
the opportunity for focalization and concentration of attention. 
Immediately and automatically following a recitation with an 
opportunity to prepare the next day's lesson under the direction 
of the same teacher will not ipso facto create an efficient learning 
response on the part of all students, but it will make more probable 
such a response. 

It has been erroneously assumed by many writers that super- 
vised study was synonymous with effective study. It has been 
taken for granted that schools administering supervised-study 
schedules taught pupils how to study. There is a wide difference 
between more study and effective study. Supervised-study schedules 
may secure the former and miss the latter. Effective study depends 
upon many elements, among them proper time and place, concen- 
tration, reading ability, organization habits, questioning habits, and 
memory. Supervised-study schedules mechanically provide for the 
first two and more nearly secure the third than do other devices. 
The remaining elements involved in the technique of study are not 
necessarily concomitants of so-called supervised study. 

Time, place, and mental attitude-these three are the triune 
planks in the supervised-study platform. But let no supervised- 
study-schedule manipulator delude himself into believing that 
these three planks constitute the whole platform of effective study. 
No mechanical devices ever invented will solve this trick in the 
dynamics of learning known as "how to study." 

In 1915 I advised that teachers should be taught the methods. 
The following year "Why and How to Study" blanks were pasted 
in every pupil's books with varying instructions for the different 

subjects. The technique of learning was analyzed, and teachers 
and pupils were made familiar by printed instructions of how 
to master it best. By telling him how to do it we might as 
well expect a boy to get the trick of throwing a twelve-pound 
shot. Two factors are necessary in mastering any process- 
learning included: (a) capacity and (b) artistic exercise of one's 
capacities. 
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Evidently a supervised-study schedule is no sine qua non for 

securing the factors which depend so largely upon the personality of 

pupil and teacher. Effective study so often appears the possession 
of the Lincolns and the Greeleys who knew no school schedules that 
one should speak guardedly about administrative-school devices 

solving any dynamic problem in education. However, better study, 
more study, concentrated study, are desirable goals in school 

administration, and the improvement in the use of this lengthened- 
divided period was the writer's next experiment. 

The origin of the plan I am about to describe grew out of study 
of the classroom exercise in typewriting. In the typewriting class 

pupils remain in the same group, but are individually apart. A 

pupil taking typewriting may stay out of school for two weeks and 
return to the same group in his mathematics, Latin, and type- 
writing. In the last subject he starts in exactly where he left off 
with a distinct realization that his muscular-mental co-ordination 
has been impaired, while too often in the first two subjects he takes 

up the advanced work with his classmates apparently without any 
particular sense of loss. Why should he, if he makes his grade ? 
Does he not figure out a distinct gain ? 

Two things differentiate the mechanics of the typewriting exer- 
cise from the mathematics and Latin recitations: (a) consecutive, 
daily assignments which the pupil may follow without the guidance 
of a teacher; (b) individual responsibility and progress or an 

accounting for individual differences. Apply these same principles 
to academic subjects and it becomes necessary to provide printed 
daily lesson assignments and to check upon individual preparation 
of these daily assignments. One added factor, however, appears 
with the academic subject which uniquely distinguishes it from the 

manual, namely, the expression of the lesson ideas. 
In typewriting the pupil during the exercise concretely and 

muscularly shows the teacher how well he understands the lesson. 
In academic subjects the understanding must first be tested by 
language expression. There is no machine yet invented for elimi- 

nating this language-expression exercise. Consequently for all 
academics there must always remain the recitation period. Throw- 

ing one's ideas into a la',guage mold is not the same as expressing 
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one's ideas by mechanical means. For this reason the recitation 
period must always be stressed. 

These common and distinguishing elements of the manuals and 
the academics being considered, it appears that recitation groups 
should be organized on the basis of the preparation of definite unit 
assignments. Epitomized, pupils should not recite until they have 
prepared. This called for a scheme that involved the execution of 
the following desirable goals already set forth: 

A. Preparation: (I) auto-assignment of daily lessons; (2) ad- 
vancement according to individually tested preparation. 

B. Recitation or expression: (I) recitation only over work pre- 
viously prepared; (2) recitation in groups selected on basis of 
preparation. 

The evolution of a scheme that would incorporate these ideas 
resulted in what is now known as the Springfield laboratory- 
recitation plan. 

III. THE LABORATORY-RECITATION PLAN OF SUPERVISED STUDY 

It will be impossible in the narrow limits of this paper to do more 
than outline the laboratory-recitation plan of supervised study now 
in operation in the Springfield High School. The laboratory- 
recitation plan is based on the fundamental idea that recitation 

groups should be organized on the basis of preparation. Pupils 
need not recite on the day's preparation, but the recitation for the 

day is upon work previously prepared and tested. The recitation 
teacher knows that when his group assembles each and every pupil 
has previously prepared and has been checked in the work to be 
recited upon, otherwise the pupil would not be in the group. This 
is accomplished by the following modus operandi: 

A. Co-operating laboratory-recitation teachers.-Forty or fifty 
pupils are assigned to a certain laboratory-recitation period operated 
by two teachers-one the laboratory, the other the recitation, 
teacher-in adjoining rooms. While the laboratory teacher is 
supervising the preparation of lessons during the ninety-minute 
period, the co-operating recitation teacher is conducting recitations 
with groups of pupils taken from the laboratory on the basis of 
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their preparation. For illustration, each Friday the laboratory 
algebra teacher in the second period will give the co-operating 
recitation teacher of that class and period the advancement of the 
slowest pupil in each of two or three recitation groups previously 
determined on the basis of laboratory preparation. The recitation 
teacher prepares his work for the following week on the basis of 
this information. If there are three groups, the recitation teacher 
devotes thirty minutes to each group; if two groups, forty-five 
minutes. The pupil spends either one-half or two-thirds of each 

period in the laboratory, the time depending upon the number of 

groups into which the recitation has been divided, and the remain- 

ing time in recitation. 
B. The laboratory technique.-Two things must be provided for: 

auto-assignment of lessons and checking of pupils on the lesson 

assignment. The first requires the printing of the daily lessons in 
manual form and the second the checking of pupils by laboratory 
teacher and student assistants. The following are sample lessons 
taken from the algebra and Latin manuals: 

FOR EXERCISE 52 

DIFFERENCE OF SQUARES-INCOMPLETE MIDDLE TERM 

(I) Is the expression x4+x2y2+y4 a trinomial square ? Why ? What is 
a trinomial square and how recognized ? What could be added to the expres- 
sion above to make it a trinomial square ? If such a number is added why 
must it be subtracted at the same time ? How do you always tell what this 
number is ? 

(2) Factor the above problem: 
Solution: 

x4 +x2y2+y4 
= x4+ 2y2+y4+x 2y2- X2y2 How does this carry out the suggestion 
= X4+ 2x2y2+y4- x2y2 above as to adding and subtracting at 
= (x4+ 2x2y2+y4) - x2y2 the same time ? 
= (X2 + y2) - X2y2 
= [(x2+y2) + Xy][ (x2 +y2) - Xy] 
= [x+ y2 +xy[x2 +y - xy] 
= [x2 + xy+y2][x2 - y+y2 

(3) In the second line of the above solution you should recognize the same 
type of problem as Exercise 50o and apply the same principle to the solution. 
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LESSON XIV 

(Sec. 91-92-93-94-95; vocab. sec..95) (Review vocab. 86, 9o) 

I. How does the declension of nouns ending in "er" and "ir" differ from 
the declension of "servus" ? 

2. How do we know when to keep "e" in the base and when not ? 
3. How are adjectives in "er" declined ? 
4. What forms of the adjective show whether we keep "e" in the base or 

not ? 
5. Prepare Application Card XI. 

After the pupil in the laboratory has studied algebra lesson 
No. 52 or Latin lesson No. XIV, he is checked on his understanding 
of the lesson by a few individual test questions. If the pupil's 
preparation is satisfactory, he then calls at the clerk's desk for 

application cards No. 52 or No. XI and sets about to solve the 
exercises. These particular application cards are herewith repro- 
duced: 

CARD 52 

Factor the following: 

I. x4+Xy+y4 i i. a4- i ia+i 
2. 4x4+3x2y2+y4 12. 64a4 + 
3. 9x4+15x2Y2+i6y4 13. 4x4+y4 
4. 25x4-6X y+9y4 14. x4-I0o7x2y2+169y4 
5. x8- 

8x4y4+4Y8 I5. x4--95x2y2+I69y4 
6. 25x4--IIX2+I i6. x4+4 
7. x'6+x4y2+y4 17. 25a4+116a2b2+144b4 
8. x'6+x8y8+y'6 18. 64a4--I 
9. 

16x4+-52X2y2+49y4 
19. 4a2b2-- 5ab+a3ba 

o10. I-3a2+a4 20. 25X4-5y4 
Latin 9' 

APPLICATION CARD XI 

I. I. Cornelius pueris sciita et loricas dat. 
2. Domini filia pulchra in agris laborat. 
3. Est copia frfimenti in oppid6. 
4. LEgitiis est apud legiandri6s sed servus est cum viris. 
5. Liber Germaniae populus Ramdnas non amat. 

II. i. The pretty girls are hastening with the boys to the town. 
2. The men of Germany give plenty of money to the sons of the master. 
3. The friends of the free boys carry spears and shields. 
4. Who is the man with the horse and cart ? 
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The solutions of exercises are checked by laboratory teachers 
and capable student assistants, and no pupil gets credit for the 
completion of a lesson and its applications until the laboratory 
requirements are satisfied. Pupils advance from lesson to lesson 
as fast as they are able. Initiative is encouraged, and the brighter 
students on the auto-assignment basis need little assistance. Other 
pupils, particularly the slow ones, are given the assistance needed, 
either individually or in groups. 

Already a technique of manipulating laboratory work has 
developed which it is impossible to describe within the limits of 
this discussion. 

C. Recitation technique.-As already stated, the co-ordinating 
recitation teacher in any period has pupils assigned to him on the 
basis of laboratory advancement. In some classes it is better to 
make three divisions and in all, two. The recitation teacher does 
not conduct recitations on work concurrently prepared in laboratory, 
but upon prepared work, antedating the recitation, in the case of 
some students, several days. This, we believe, is a good pedagogical 
practice. Reciting upon material which has been simultaneously 
prepared encourages cramming and rote memorizing. Recitation 
upon work previously prepared, but not for the particular recita- 
tion, develops selection, organization, and emphasis of certain 
lesson materials; while familiarity with advance material occupying 
the immediate laboratory attention affords an opportunity for more 
reflective, penetrating, and discriminating judgment upon the 
subject-matter of the recitation. 

The recitation groups are flexible; pupils reciting in the advanced 

groups often find themselves demoted to a less-advanced group if 
it is discovered that their laboratory advancement has been too 

rapid. On the other hand, pupils are promoted to advanced reci- 
tation groups if it is found that their preparation warrants it. 

D. Outstanding problems.-The specialization upon preparation 
and the conduct of recitation in groups determined by laboratory 
checks has caused one problem to stand out conspicuously. I say 
stand out because I believe it has always existed, but we have not 
been so painfully aware of its existence. Under this system the 
pupils unable to do the minimum, either because of lack of capacity 
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or inability to exercise capacity, come at once into conspicuous view. 
We have repeatedly said, "Given time, and attention, sympathy, 
and properly motivated teaching, and any pupil will respond." 
Our system provides these essentials better than the old, but our 
problem in this respect is more acute than before. We actually 
know how long it takes some pupils to prepare their lessons, because 
the system calculates it. There must certainly be a point beyond 
which it is waste and useless effort. If a pupil cannot get thought 
from the printed page, then, instead of assigning him to regular 
literature and history courses, he should be assigned to a special 
class where the preparation of the lesson consists primarily in 
assistance in reading and selection of ideas from the page, and the 
recitation is an exercise in thought development and expression. 
This is the direction in which we are being pointed at present, 
and another year may see undertaken some experiment of 
this nature. 

IV. A CONCRETE ILLUSTRATION FROM THE LABORATORY- 

RECITATION PLAN 

Perhaps the best way to illustrate the application of the fore- 
going plan would be actually to take a pupil and carry him through 
both laboratory and recitation. This I have undertaken to do 
with a certain pupil, Robert, who prepares his oral-theme outline 
in laboratory, recites upon the same in his recitation group, reduces 
the same to writing in laboratory, receiving his criticism thereon 
and, finally, re-checks his written theme from these corrections. 
Ordinarily such a process would extend over a period of two 
days. Here Robert, for the purpose of this paper, continued 
his progress through laboratory and recitation during one after- 
noon, much to the loss of equilibrium for Robert, as he so declared 
in recitation. 

A. LABORATORY ASSIGNMENT 

CARD XX PART 2 

Plan to tell orally to the class the most exciting adventure that has hap- 
pened to anyone whom you personally know. 
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FIRST OUTLINE SUBMITTED BY ROBERT 

WEALTHY FARMER HAS NEAR ESCAPE FROM DEATH 

The lead: James Branden, a wealthy farmer living near Springfield, was 
saved from death yesterday when he leaped to an incoming passenger train. 

Situation: Mr. Branden had gone to town on business and then returned 
home. 

Climax: His car stopped on train tracks and the engine refused to work. 
Passenger train neared the automobile of Branden. 

Denouement: He saved his life by springing from his car to the engine of 
the passenger train. 

LABORATORY TEACHER'S CRITICISMS OF OUTLINE 

T.: What did you intend this first line for ? 
P.: The first line is supposed to be the headline. 
T.: Do you see any mistake in grammar? 
P.: Yes-near. 
T.: What part of speech is near? 
P.: Verb. 
T.: Is it used there as a verb ? How is it used ? 
P.: It should be an adverb. 
T.: What does it modify ? 
P.: In this sentence, escape. 
T.: What part of speech is escape? 
P.: Noun. 
T.: What do you call a word that modifies a noun ? 
P.: An adjective. 
T.: Near is what, according to the dictionary ? 
P.: Near means close. 
T.: What part of speech is near? May it be used as an adjective? 
P.: It probably could. 
T.: Where would you look to find out ? Look that up. 
Pupil consulted dictionary and found near used both as an adjective and- 

an adverb. 
T.: What word could you substitute for near ? 
P.: Narrow. 
T.: Is there a difference between the two ? 
P.: Yes. Near does not explain so much as the word narrow. 
T.: Your lead is good. Under your situation, this should be, "He 

started and was returning to his residence." Why ? 
P.: Because he had not reached his home when this happened. I could 

say, "Mr. Branden had gone to town on business and started to return to his 
residence." 

[The remaining portions of an extended conference are omitted.-EDIToRs.] 
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OUTLINE FOR SECOND THRILLER (PREPARED IN LABORATORY BY ROBERT) 

WEALTHY FARMER HAS NARROW ESCAPE FROM DEATH 

The lead: James Branden, a wealthy farmer living near Springfield, was 
saved from death yesterday when he leaped from his automobile to the engine 
of an oncoming passenger train. 

Situation: Mr. Branden had gone to town in his automobile on business 
and then started to return to his residence. 

Climax: His car stopped on the railroad tracks and the engine refused 
to work. The passenger train neared the automobile of Branden. 

Dgnouement: He saved his life by springing from his car to the engine of 
the passenger train. 

B. RECITATION 

(Robert gives oral theme in recitation group) 

A SECOND THRILLER 

James Branden, a wealthy farmer living near Springfield, yesterday had 
a narrow escape from being killed. He was coming to town in his car. In the 
center of the railroad tracks it stopped. Mr. Branden tried to get the engine 
to work by means of the self-starter. He could not move it. He saw a 
passenger train approaching, but waited two or three minutes and grabbed a 
hold on the engine. Thus he was saved from being killed. In five minutes 
the train stopped and he regained his conscience. Now he was taken from his 
situation unhurt. 

CLASS CRITICISMS 

He was familiar with his outline. 
He followed his outline well. 
It was good. 
It held us in suspense. 
T.: Another criticism to show its good points ? 
He had a good lead. 
T.: Did he accomplish his purpose? 
The thrill was all right, but was illogical. He saw a passenger train and 

waited two or three minutes and jumped on the car and in five minutes the 
passenger train stopped. Rather slow for a passenger train. 

T.: What about the situation? Was that clear? What about the 
d nouement ? 

P.: Those were clear. 
He said, "regaining his conscience" (sense or consciousness). 
He said, "git and grabbed a hold." 
He said, "He was taken from his situation unhurt." 
He said, "Living near Springfield yesterday." 
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Change of verb tenses. Started with past and then said "he now. .. " 
Incorrect pronoun: "When he got to the railroad track it stopped." 

ROBERT: I had to go so slow for the stenographer to get it that I did not 
give it the way I wanted to. 

A. ROBERT'S NEXT LABORATORY EXERCISE-REDUCES ORAL THEME TO 
WRITING 

WEALTHY FARMER HAS NARROW ESCAPE FROM DEATH 

James Branden, a wealthy farmer living near Springfield, was saved from 
death, yesterday, when he leaped from his automobile to the engine of an 
oncoming passenger. 

Mr. Branden had left his farm, in the early part, in his automobile for town 
to attend to some business and had now started to return home by the way of 
Cook Street, a street which leads to his farm. 

When his car reached the center of the railroad track on Third Street it 
stop. He tried to get the engine to work by pushing the self-starter with his 
foot, but it would not work. He then started to get out of his car to examine 
the engine, but so frightened, by the sight of an oncoming passenger train 
that he could not move hand or foot. 

Finally he regained his senses and saw that the only way for him to save 
his life was to jump. Just as the engine of the passenger train was about to 
strike his car he sprang from his seat to a rod that was on the side of the engine 
and held there till the engine came to a stop. 

The enginere of the passenger train brought the engine to a stop and 
removed Branden from his place. 

It was found that Branden received no injuries. 

LABORATORY CORRECTIONS BY ROBERT 

I. A comma is needed here. Rule. Every appositive should be set off 
by a comma. 

2. Word omitted, train. This is necessary to make sense. 
3. Words omitted, "of the day." These are necessary to the sense. 
4. Mistake in grammar. I should use the past tense, stopped. 
5. Word omitted, was. It is needed to finish the verb. 
6. A new paragraph should not begin here, for this is not a new thought. 

It belongs with the sentence that precedes it. 
7. Mistake in spelling. It should be engineer. 

The experiments with supervised-study schedules may be sum- 
marized as follows: (i) The mechanics of supervised study consist 
in securing a regular time and place for sttidy and a concentration 

upon study during the school day. This is provided by the 
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supervised-study schedule in which the period is from eighty to 

ninety minutes in length. The mechanical means of accomplishing 
this without unduly lengthening the school day has been explained. 
(2) The dynamics of supervised study refers to the mastery of the 

technique of study or to the art of how to study. The writer has 
never flattered himself into believing that so-called supervised 
study was synonymous with effective study. 

Mr. Roberts in the December, 1916, School Review, in conclud- 

ing his article on supervised study in the Everett High School makes 
a very significant statement: 

We believe that supervised study in the form we have it is a success, but 
not the final solution of this great problem; it is a step, an arrow, at once an 
indication and the recognition of a tendency to correct one of the weak spots 
in our work. It will serve its day and purpose, and be superseded by some 
plan which will eliminate the difficulties and add to the advantages which we 
have noted for the double-period plan. 

This is a view that I have always shared with reference to 

supervised-study schedules. The modification of supervised study 
to provide for individual differences under the laboratory-recitation 
plan outlined in this paper is in my opinion a direction of the 
"arrow" a little nearer the goal of effective study. 
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